
HOUSTON WIRE & CABLE CASE STUDY

CIRCUITRY WITH THE 
BEST SHIELD
HWC TESTED AND LEVERAGED LATEST CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES 
TO IMPLEMENT A ROBUST BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER 
RECOVERY SOLUTION PROVIDING THE CAPABILITY OF HANDLING 
CUSTOMER NEEDS FIRST EVEN WHEN DISASTER STRIKES



Summary 
The timing couldn’t have been better. Shortly after 
implementing a new Business Continuity and 
Disaster Recovery (BCDR) solution, an unusual Texas 
snowstorm caused widespread power outages for 
several days, testing the new system. While many 
other businesses were heavily impacted, Houston 
Wire and Cable maintained business operations 
throughout the emergency, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of its BCDR solution. 

Why this BCDR solution came just in time

Houston Wire and Cable (HWC) is a US wire and cable 
distributor with a corporate commitment to supply 
customers the “Right Product at the Right Place and 
the Right Time”. HWC needed a substantial IT refresh 
for its aged on-premises data center that provided no 
viable in-house backup and disaster recovery solution. 
For establishing a sustainable Business Continuity and 
Disaster Recovery (BCDR) capability, HWC wanted 
to use Azure cloud technology. Implementing an 
Azure landing zone would not only add agility to its 
Disaster Recovery (DR) solution it would also create 
the foundation for new opportunities to accelerate 
its digital transformation journey. But HWC lacked 
the needed Azure expertise, and the intended Azure 
VMware Solution (AVS) was brand new to the market. 

Calling on well-established relationships with 
Microsoft, VMware, and Veeam, SoftwareONE 
partnered with HWC to design and implement the 
Azure VMware Solution (AVS), as well as a backup 
and DR solution from Veeam. The result is an elegant 
BCDR solution that achieves nearly instantaneous 
restore capabilities in Azure. In addition, integrating 
on-premises VMware environments with Azure 
enabled HWC to move workloads between its data 
center and the cloud seamlessly.

“The SoftwareONE 
team was extraordinary, 
consistently going 
well above and beyond 
expectations.”

Allison Ruggles 
Vice President Information Technology 

Houston Wire & Cable 

The Challenges
Fulfilling customer needs in the best and fastest way 
possible has driven HWC since its foundation. Efficient 
IT is essential to help the business operate, especially 
during peak demands or during natural disasters. 
Product availability and delivery timing are critically 
dependent on systems and applications that are up 
and operating at peak performance. “We realized we 
must think bigger about how we support the needs of 
our customers, which means business continuity and 
disaster recovery are vital aspects of our IT solution,” 
said Allison Ruggles, Vice President Information 
Technology at HWC.

While HWC’s production environment running on 
VMware vSphere in its Houston data center was 
adequate, the secondary data center in Austin, Texas, 
relied on aging and limited hardware. There was no 
acceptable BCDR solution between the data centers, 
which are only 150 miles apart. Any substantial 
outage would cause significant downtime waiting for 
manual restoration and leading to significant business 
disruption. Considering the number of systems and 
applications and the small size of HWC’s IT team, this 
could have easily taken weeks or months to recover 
all systems successfully, having major impacts to 
business operations and customer delivery.

About the Customer
Founded in 1975, Houston Wire & Cable Company 
(HWC) is one of the largest electrical wire and cable 
distributors in the U.S. Wires and cables are used in 
almost every company, touching nearly every aspect 
of our daily and commercial lives. HWC enables 
various industries to service the national infrastructure, 
buildings, shipping, and a multitude of other critical 
verticals. It follows its mission to always serve its 
customers with the right product at the right place at 
the right time.

With eleven strategically located sales and distribution 
centers, the company provides customers a single-
source solution. Bringing high levels of industry 
experience, HWC is committed to providing its 
customers value through superior customer service, 
application engineering support, and a 75-million-
dollar inventory encompassing 30,000 quality in-stock 
items ready for same-day shipment.



The Solution
SoftwareONE and HWC had previously partnered 
to migrate a hosted Exchange solution to Microsoft 
Office 365. This created a remote working environment 
and helped HWC to leverage multiple Office 365 
features, particularly Teams as a collaboration tool. 
“The SoftwareONE team was extraordinarily effective 
in completing this project for us,” said Ruggles. “We 
needed to deliver value across the organization, and 
this was a big win.” 

Following the Microsoft Office engagement, 
HWC selected SoftwareONE to move its digital 
transformation forward by implementing a backup 
and disaster recovery solution from Veeam in the 
Azure cloud. Taking advantage of Azure cloud 
technology to deliver greater functional agility now 
would also help the company prepare for future uses 
of Azure. As a Gold-certified Microsoft partner for 30 
years, SoftwareONE’s deep understanding of Microsoft 
technology was key to HWC’s choice of SoftwareONE 
as its advisor. 

HWC and SoftwareONE were pioneering customers 
and partners to test and leverage the newly launched 
Microsoft Azure VMware (AVS) hybrid cloud solution. 
In addition, close collaboration with the publishers 
during the project helped innovate enhanced 
solutions to meet HWC’s requirements. SoftwareONE 
was also instrumental in helping to build the 
landing zone in Azure and configure the networking 
components between the data center, the Azure 
Virtual Network, and the AVS environment.

Extreme winter weather in Texas resulted in prolonged 
power outages. Even though HWC's primary data 
center has diesel generators, they were not prepared 
for use in sub-zero temperatures and were unreliable. 
Fortunately, the DR solution had been finalized and 
tested in January – just one month before the storm. 
With a high risk of a power outage, HWC worked 
closely with SoftwareONE to migrate its production 
workloads to AVS using the new BCDR solution to 
secure system availability. This allowed the company to 
continue supporting its customers during this natural 
disaster with no interruption or data loss.

“SoftwareONE has 
the deep technical 
connections with Veeam, 
VMware, and Microsoft 
that helped us navigate 
the technical hurdles as 
we worked through the 
process.”

Allison Ruggles 
Vice President Information Technology 

Houston Wire & Cable 

“We had the solution 
implemented just in 
advance of the unusual 
Texas Snowstorm which 
left wide areas without 
electricity for several 
days. We enabled the fail-
over to AVS, but with the 
electric grid down, most 
of the team helped make 
the move to Azure while 
plugged into the power 
sockets in their cars!  
 
HWC continued operating 
normally throughout the 
change; had a record 
sales day, and executives 
had no idea we made 
the switch until after we 
informed them we did it.”

Allison Ruggles 
Vice President Information Technology 

Houston Wire & Cable 



Benefits and Outcomes

Accelerating Digital Transformation with Azure Infrastructure: The shift to the public 
cloud helps to focus on core business instead of maintaining and operating IT hardware. 
Azure provides the scalability, flexibility, and reliability needed for BCDR and expanded Azure 
cloud services that offer greater agility and innovation for faster time to market and better 
customer value.

Seasonal Demands met by 100%: By implementing Veeam on Azure, Houston Wire and 
Cable gained a near-instantaneous Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery capability for 
all business-critical applications, enabling availability to reliably serve customers anytime, 
during seasonal peak demands, and even during natural disasters. 

Performance Optimization and Scalability: The Azure solution transforms HWC 
scalability from manual operations taking six days to an automated and instant scale that 
accommodates peak usage. Whenever risk levels rise, based on weather or other advanced 
notice events that could negatively impact their data center, HWC can seamlessly move 
workloads between its data center and the cloud.

Faster Recovery of IT Assets: Veeam on Azure combined with a custom solution on 
network routing allows quicker failover and fewer manual procedures. The number of 
planned tests has increased, to support cost-effective and tailored recoverability. 

Maximizing ROI with Azure: By migrating the VMware environment to Azure, HWC could 
leverage the cloud benefits and continue using the existing IT Team skill sets to manage this 
environment. Additionally, AVS provides a longer-term strategy that reduces hardware and 
software refresh cycles and enables additional service benefits from Microsoft Azure and 
VMware.

Lower Expense: Using AVS, Veeam, and the Azure cloud deployment lowers HWC costs by 
30% compared to its previous environment while delivering a reliable and comprehensive 
BCDR solution for the first time.
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Consistent and Simplified Management: The AVS solution allows multiple team members 
to flexibly control the critical BCDR process when disaster strikes. The team gains time for 
more strategic help to the business and adopts a new digital perspective on how HWC 
supports its customer base.
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